Small Pool Vacuum System
Aspiradora pequena para alberca

Item # 182117   Model # SV523
The Aqua EZ Small Pool Vacuum System is a manual pool vacuum system designed specifically for cleaning soft sided above-ground pools with low flow filtration systems.

**Assembling**

- Fully extend the telescopic pole by rotating the cam and sliding the pole out, repeat this for both sections of pole.
- Next slide pole onto the body lining up the white clips to the holes in the pole.
- Then attach hose by applying firm pressure slide hose cuff onto the rear of the vacuum body.
- Finally align vacuum head with front vacuum inlet, sliding it towards the body until it is seated firmly.

**Connecting To Filtration System (Part 1)**

For lower intake ports (Return Fitting) select your intake connector from the five provided. Take a good look at the fitting located low on the wall of your pool. In some cases you may have to unscrew the protective cap attached to the return. Once you have selected the connector that matches, screw it onto the pool return fitting.

If you have a pool with a wall skimmer, first remove the skimmer lid. Then while holding the skimmer weir out of the way, remove the skimmer basket and filter. This will help increase suction to the vacuum. Next you need to insert the vacuum plate that should have come with your pool into the skimmer.
Connecting To Filtration System (Part 2)

Once the intake port or vacuum plate has been installed you need to connect your hose to it. Fully submerge hose and vacuum making sure that all air has been removed, any air bubbles will hinder vacuums ability to remove debris. While keeping the hose fully submerged, connect it to the intake connector or return fitting on your pool.

Vacuuming

When vacuuming your pool start in the center and work your way out. Guide the vacuum at a 45 Degree angle. Downward pressure is not needed, let the vacuum work for you. If you are experiencing reduced suction, check your hose, vacuum and filtration system for air bubbles. A full collection bag will also cause decreased suction. Empty when necessary. Remove cartridge filter element if more suction is needed.

Cleaning Vacuum

Cleaning your collection bag should be done once vacuuming is completed or if the bag gets full of debris. Remove vacuum from water. Open top latch to expose vacuum chamber. Slide bag out of vacuum body and dump out debris. Then reinstall bag and close vacuum body.

Thank You

Thank you for choosing Aqua EZ for all your pool maintenance needs.

For Helpful Hints and Notes see back page.
Helpful Tips

• Vacuum works with suction from pump. Remove or clean cartridge if necessary. Large debris will be trapped in collection bag inside vacuum.
• Insure all air is removed from vacuum and hose. Even a small amount of air will affect the performance of cleaner.
• Use gentle pressure when vacuuming. DO NOT STAB OR THRUST VACUUM HEAD AGAINST VINYL LINER.
• Empty hose and vacuum of water when not in use.
• Visit aquaez.com or call directly 1-877-852-4264 if you have additional questions.
• Additional parts are available at info@aquaez.com or call directly 1-877-852-4264 Mon – Thurs 8AM-5PM or Friday 8AM-3PM

Notes